FanPlus BEST REVIEW

It's no longer optional! It's a must!

Reviews from people who have already used
the product.

Indoor more dangerous than outdoor!?

When grilling meat indoors, I was worried that the
indicator of the air purifier was saying 'Bad air
quality' even though my hood was turned on best.
But after installing Fan Plus on a range hood, t
he indicators of the air purifiers always says
‘Good quality'.
ID : gahyu****

The concentration of indoor fine dust is serious.
The dust in the house. Dusty piles on clothes and bedding carpets.
It is the cause of fine dust. We've already seen the dangers of
indoor fine dust in many parts of society. We're talking.

Fine dust is getting worst every year

A must have item to keep
safe from fine dust

Food odor
from cooking

For my son with severe atopic dermatitis, I tried
not to cook at home. But after installing Fan Plus,
now I can even cook fish at home.

Indoor
fine dust
Harmful
gases from gas
combustion
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I pick chestnuts in the fall and bake roasted
chestnuts. Playing with the children makes the
pot burn black. I didn't even know the food was
burning.

Are you worried about
cooking because of the smell?
Smell of grilling fish

ID : nosok****

Easy to assemble and install! It removes
the odors in a short time and I didn't feel t
he winter cold as I didn't have to open
the window to remove food odors!
Oh, and the smell of mold from plant pots
indoor is now gone.

For Energy
Efficiency

Improvement of
indoor air quality

Your Family
Health

Home
Interior
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After using Fan Plus, there is no food odd even
with keeping my windows closed, which helped
reduce heating costs in winter!
It also helps keep the air quality good.
I highly recommend it!
ID : ckd8****

Smell of grilling meat

the best kitchen accessory
for a range hood
Creative House gotgan fanpluslife@gmail.com
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Kitchen
Accessory

What kind of product is Fanplus?

Compare Fan plus at a glance!

Place under kitchen range hood to release all food odors and
indoors High ventilation to remove fine dust and economic convenience It's a new essential kitchen accessory.
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Three Features of Kitchen Supplies Fanplus

Before using Fan Plus

After using Fan Plus
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As an assembly, it is easy to clean
and semi-permanent.
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